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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

DEMOCRATS (& REPUBLICANS):
Lily-livered, Weasel-assed Collaborators
February 27, 2016 - freedominthenews@reagan.com forwarded to the AMERICAN
RESISTANCE PARTY this email with the subject line: “A FEW THINGS LEARNED
WATCHING THE MAIN STREAM MEDIA COVER THE DEMOCRATS' DEBATE”


Black lives matter. All other lives apparently do not.



College should be free and all student loans need to be canceled.



All medical treatment should be free, except for the very rich. (the very rich being someone who has
more money than you)



Drugs should be legal and we should authorize billions of dollars to create treatment programs for
drug addicts.



If you are human and breathing within our sovereign borders, there are no rules, so to become an
American Citizen, just get here any way you can.



The economy sucks and after 7 years in office, promulgating 7 years’ worth of Marxist domestic
policy, it's not Obama's fault.



The middle class is shrinking and after 7 years in office, it's not Obama's fault.



The average American family income has dropped dramatically during the last 7 years with Obama
in office, but it's not Obama's fault.



Hard working successful people need to share 3/4's of what they earn with lazy, un-educated, lowlifes who feel everyone owes them a living.



Hispanic youth unemployment is over 35% and after 7 years in office, it's not Obama's fault.



90 million people between the ages of 18 and 65 are not working and cannot find a job, yet
unemployment is below 5%!
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Islamophobia is a terrible thing. Muslims helped build America! (?)



Blood-thirsty Terrorists are just the JV team.



Climate change (changed from Global Warming) is our greatest National Security threat.



We should provide financial incentives for people not to commit crimes... of course, this gives .a new
meaning to the phrase; "catch me if you can"!



50% of our population is paying 100% of all the taxes -- and they are still considered not paying
their fair share.



Government wants more money to squander on promises already broken, as well as on proven
wasteful spending.



The word "Progressive" is less cringe-worthy than saying you're a Liberal, or a socialist, or a
Marxist, or a DEMOCRAT, OR A COMMUNIST.



When America completes “The change”, we will be like Norway, Sweden or The Netherlands; maybe
eventually, we can achieve being like Venezuela, Mexico, Cuba, Syria, Libya or Afghanistan.



There's a quagmire in Iraq, Syria and the Middle East; but Obama's cowardly retreat from the area
has "nothing to do" with the situation.



Snowden and General Petraeus broke US laws for releasing and not securing secret documents, but
Hillary Clinton shares absolutely no responsibility for doing the same, but with Top Secret
information; and furthermore, she deserves to be President.



If Hilary is elected, everything will be rainbows and Unicorns - just like the HOPE AND CHANGE
that Obama gave us.



Hillary Clinton not only walks on water but is also fortunate to have Bill for a husband who can
guide her when she becomes President.



Hillary stated that “she has tried to never lie to the public”.



Evil looks like anything white, rich, successful and productive, or associated with the US military.



If you lose the Super Bowl and pout, walk out, dab your eyes and are black, it is OK.



BUT, if you expect class and good sportsmanship, you are RACIST!



Last, but certainly not least that I learned from the Democrat Debate -



EVERYTHING IS STILL ALL GEORGE W. BUSH'S FAULT AND --REPUBLICANS/CONSERVATIVES
ARE DESPICABLE PEOPLE!

Was there anything that I missed? Now, what did YOU learn?

###
If you’d like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Mr. Edward C. Noonan, Founder and
National Committee Chairman: American Resistance Party, please call 530-777-3474 or email at:
ednoonan7@gmail.com Forward this email to 10 of your friends for a “free gift.” (bcc us for proof of your referral.)
Permission to reprint in whole or in part is gladly granted, provided full credit is given.
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